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Abstract:
The essay´s question is: “How has Hekmat Daoud represented his feelings about the
Syrian war in his paintings?” The essay´s topic is based on Visual Art subject. It is about
a Syrian artist ((Hekmat Daoud)) who´s living in a country at war. It is about one person
of many, who is shearing reality with his paintings. In this essay, I am analyzing some of
his painting to see what he is trying to share with the viewer and the whole world. To be
closer to his ideas and to reach the conclusion, I have made a written interview with the
artist on Facebook and asked him about the concept and the ideas behind his painting. I
have also used my own experience as a Syrian person to understand the messages that are
shown through his paintings.
At the end, I found out that Hekmat Daoud described the situation of the war in Syria by
his paintings and through the titles, colors, symbols and materials that he uses to create
them.
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War & Art
Introduction:
In this essay, I am going to investigate; “How has Hekmat Daoud represented his feelings
about the Syrian war in his paintings?”
I have chosen to study about this artist because he is from my country and has experience
in living within the war. As a beginner artist, his paintings moved me emotionally and I
have been influenced by them for a long time. I like his decision of showing and
expressing about the reality in our country through art.
Art could be useful to help anyone get over his sadness, and share it with other people
and the whole world. Especially during wartime, where a normal person can´t change
anything.

Since the Syrian revolution began in 2011, everyone/everything has changed and got hurt
somehow. No one spared from the war: children, mothers, army, all the human beings
and the country as a whole. The Syrian children do not have any happy memories from
their childhood anymore. So many young people have died and have been assassinated;
the houses destroyed and in some cities, they have been bombed chemically. Many
people have been compelled to leave their home. They have become emigrant and
refuges.
Children and adults, everyone start to discuss about politics. Simply politics become a
part of our daily life. Syrian people felt disappointed. They lost their hope to become free
in a democratic country, and their future has become anonymous, when everyone
believed that the pacifist revolution turned to revolting war.
When you are not able to defends and protect your home, when you have nothing to do
against the injustice. When you feel you are so weak to stop the time and let everything
go well as before. When you see the world are watching and not doing anything and
when you are sure that you can´t change the reality in a situation like this, the only thing
that might help you to tell and show the truth is by art.
I have faced so many difficulties during these five years. Art for me is a magical way,
where I can imagen and remember all the memories from home, talk with my country and
see that nice picture of home whenever I miss home, all that just by drawing.
To find out to what extend art might be useful to reflect your underlying emotions and to
understand Hekmat Daoud´s works; I interviewed the artist “Hekmat Daoud” and
analyzed his paintings from different point of view, and used my won perspective as a
Syrian.

Hekmat Daoud
(Syrian Artist)
Chapter1:

Information about the artist:
Hekmat Daoud was born in 1965 in Qamishli, Syria.
He spend all his childhood in Qamishli, which is a multicultural city, where the Kurdish,
Arabs, Assyrians and Armenians people lives together.
Hekmat’s family were one of the modest Kurdish families there. He was 18 year old
when he left his small city and went to Damascus to study philosophy, but the Artist
didn´t complete his university. He start to change his preference. Living in Damascus
helped him a lot to discover the Art fields. From Damascus, he began his first steps
toward the art. Now Hekmat Daoud become a fashion designer, working with the TV
Dramas makers, photographer, Artist and he is writing poetry as hobbies.
((In my country there is a spot of blood all the Deliverance ship is drowning into it.))
By Hekmat Daoud, from one of his
interview.

That was a phrase by Hekmat Daoud from one of his interview, and it shows below the
deeply meaning of his phrase:

Abbildung 1fig.1

By Hekmat Daoud 70x50cm
(Black ruby)
Chapter2:
Hekmat Daoud and the Syrian war:
Oil painting on linen cloth (Back ruby) by using a knife and brushes. Has size 70x50cm,
made in 2012 three years ago, by the Artist Hekmat Daoud.
It broadcast the anxiety in beholder heart. It is a mysterious and complex painting, it
shows life style, it has black background and the whole space is been used. We can see
from the painting, that there are small-scattered houses and some horizontal and vertical
lines colored by White on the whole space. At the upperpart, it stained with some Red
color and the lower part it seems like there are many hidden people. On the right side
downward where we can see it more obviously. If we look at this painting from a distant
vantage, it will be clear to see the bodies and heads looking downward. But, what are
those people doing in a situation like this? From my point of view, it looks like souls are
roaming.

By Hekmat Daoud 70x50cm
Piece of (Black ruby)

After doing the interview with the artist and from the information that I have about him
as a person, to some extent I understand his painting deeper. (Black ruby) is one of his
first paintings about the war.
Hekmat Daoud in this painting is explaining about the war in Syria and the Syrian people
story. He is trying to describe the anxious of fear moments of the war. When houses
become a place of fear rather than comfort. The fear may destroy your life when you
can´t find safety anymore. The colors that he uses are associate with death and life.
Black, white and the bloody red it describes the sadness and wickedness of the war. What
I thought was, black represents the oppressor and the evil and murderous side, while the
white presenting the people who demand freedom and peace. As we know always, in any
war there is many victims dying for no reason, which is shows here by red.
I like the way he blends colors, how grainy it is, and how the hazy scenery attracts my
attention, making me want to look more intensely at the paintings.
In addition, at the beginning, we mentioned that the painting was made in 2012. In that
time, it has lapsed only one year of the Syrian revolution, so probably the situation during
that time was so hard and dangerous.

The Syrian government was trying to cover the truth, no one of the Syrian News Channel
were showing anything about the political situation also no one were able to talk about
politics and the revolution at that time. Therefore, in my opinion the artist was trying to
tell about the tragic situation in Syria without using words just using his painting and
artistic.

Chapter3:
Hekmat Daoud uses several techniques to highlight his identity, express his feelings. I
have identified the following aspects of his artwork like, titles, colors, symbols and
materials therefor I will discuss each one of them and use his painting to show that and
explain it.

Titles:
For many piece of art, there are names and important stories behind them. Usually the
artist are naming their paintings, to tell us more about the art work and it is useful to let
the spectator understand the art concept.
Hekmat Daoud has chosen the titles of his paintings. These titles express his emotions
about the work. For me and I am sure for everyone it is much easier to understand and
feel his painting from the title, especially because the message that he wanted to show is
supported by his symbols.
Therefore, I thought of translating some of the titles, will give better idea about his
paintings, because all the titles have something to connect to each other. The titles help us
to get closer to his ideas and to understand his way of thinking.
Here is some of the titles after translating from Arabic to English:
“Cities and shroud, مدن وأكفان
Our Houses are our shrouds, بيوتنا أكفاننا
Travel, سفر
Ashes of the city, رماد المدينة
Forced displacement, نسوح قسري
NEWROZ... houses as tall of the flowers, بيوت بقامة الورد... نوروزgift, …..(Diyarî)…. هدية
Sadness, حسن
Hope….. (Hêvi).... ”أمل.
From the titles, we can identify two basic points:
His paintings tells us about the effects of the war & about his identity.
Titles tells about war:

“Forced displacement”, sadness, travel, Cities and shrouds, Our Houses are our shrouds)
all words describes the situation of the war, traveling and leaving home, being displaced
forcibly, death and dying while being in your house. Living in situation like this, all your
feeling, your personality and thoughts will change. These words convey his opinion about
the situation and his depressed emotion during this time.
The titles talk about his identity: as I know him, and according to his interview, he is
known as a Kurdish person. In his titles, he uses some Kurdish word to show his identity
and to express more clearly the emotion of his mother language, for example (Hêvi)
which means hope, and (Diyarî) means gift in Kurdish. In addition, he wrote the same
words in Arabic too, to let everyone understand it, because usually all the Kurds people
in Syria speak Arabic, but the Arabs do not understand and do not know how to speak or
write Kurdish.
He also referred to the Kurdish festival Newroz.
(NEWROZ.... houses as tall the flowers)
Newroz? Newroz is the Kurdish New Year. On 21th of March, every year, all the Kurds
celebrate their new year, in Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria. From these words, we can
realize that the Artist identifies himself as Kurdish.
During the interview, I have asked him about the title of the painting called
“Forced displacement”

He said that he had never painted with any advance planned. There is always a special
situation that makes him paint and draw. Normally he starts an artwork when he is feeling
bad about any news that he has heard, such as a destruction of houses or shells.
In the “Forced displacement” painting, he is referring to the forced departure from places
that they were accustomed to. “Home; where they were born and grew up. Traveling and
leaving all the beautiful memories behind, being separated from your home and with no
hope to return, it is not fair, it is like a duplicate death you live every moment of your
life”, he said.

Chapter4:

Colors:
Our life is full of different colors, some that we like some we do not, and some are our
favorites.
For sure, the preferences of the colors changes from person to person, sometimes it
reflects our sentimental feelings, as it shows your own personality also the colors have
special meaning too for some of us. In addition, adding colors in any painting it make it
even more expressive and true to life.

From the paintings below, we can see the different colors that Hekmat Daoud used in his
works:

(Travel)
In “Travel”, we can see two opposing values, black and white /darkness and Serenity.
From the use of these two colors, I can see that he wanted to show two perspectives one
good side: peace, safety, democracy and freedom, and two the evil side: racism,
deprivation, murder, detention. In the top part of the paintings the colors is more intense;
the colors are mixed together red, yellow, and orange, blue, black and white. The light is
not that bright, it is more subdue, but if we look for the background, it is serenity blue.
The artist used oil paints for all his paintings, and from my own experience of using oil
colors, I can see the movement of his brushes and knives to draw horizontal and vertical
lines, which result in a nice mix of colors.
On the other hand, in the picture below, one of his other paintings, his distribution of the
colors is different.

((Forced displacement))

Comparing with the painting before the colors in this painting are shiny brighter, jovial
and warmer, It does not have any specific color for the background while in the other one
the background was painted blue.
He used the same colors in the paining “Travel” as well (red, orange, yellow, white and
dark blue) but both look completely different.
These colors might have been used to present the fire, bullets and detonations. Looking to
the upper part, the houses are drawn so normally, while in the bottom the houses are not
shown complete, it seems to me like there is a big fire burning all the houses and the red
suggests a bloody and fiery place.
However, it is only how I see/feel the colors; it also might be because of my biased
experience of the war. It is not easy to decide, which color means, until we analyze, read
or ask the artist himself to explain his message. In addition, the colors have the ability to
express about anything, the interpretation only depend on how and what the Artist wants
to show in his paintings.
Therefor it was important for me to ask Hekmat Daoud about his choices of the colors:

How does Hekmat Daoud choose colors for his paintings?
“Often the colors are choosing me, according to my psychological and emotional
condition,” he said. The paintings are related to a certain events that takes place in his
daily life, that why while painting he feel like becoming another persona, like a strange
mixture of mental fervor, then he start to wandering into the colors and it shades. Often
the colors themselves force him to choose, and allow him to take steps to express the set
of his hidden emotions.
Chapter5:

Symbols:
As we saw in the artworks before and in almost all the paintings, Hekmat Daoud prefers
to draw houses.
According to the interview with the artist, houses mean something different for the artist.
“Houses are the first place where we all belonging to, the hotbed of our childhood. The
first place where we all have drawn our own personality for the rest of our life and drawn
the way for our Dreams. Nowadays, the peoples’ houses are exposing to desolation and
destruction. That means erasure of our affiliations and blurring all our childhood
memories. That is the hardest thing that a person might exposed to “In other words,
demolition of your small country, home, belonging, hopes, aspirations and your dreams.
Below we can see that from his painting:

In this painting, we can see the sadness of the ashen sky and the darkness in the lower
part. According to the situation and the news about the migration, I would envisage that
the houses somehow looks like boats in a dark sea. If we zoom in a bit, it becomes clearer
that there is a movement, the houses look like they are moving. The shape of the houses;

do not have regular or straight lines; it is more like
curves and slopes, that is why the shape perceived as boats floating on a dark sea. “Ashes
of the city “touched my feeling and tells me that the Syrian people do not have stable life
anymore. Their future has become unknown. They live in danger and something might
happen and destroy their houses anytime. The houses that they worked hard to build.

It also presenting the immigration, how some people are drown in the sea because they
leave their country in order to avoid being killed.
In some of his other paintings, he have drawn some houses like humans with faces, they
move in different way.

By Hekmat Daoud
The houses here in these artworks are presenting people, on the left side (black and
white) it looks people are running and it is crammed with people, they are pushing each

other. The faces are drawn geometrically and graphically, while in the other painting on
the right side (red and white), the houses are more realistic. From the shape of the people
walking with hunched shoulders and looking downward, we can expect and feel that the
people are disappointed; they are tired or afraid of something.
As we mentioned before the symbol of the houses means a lot for the Artist Hekmat
Daoud, therefore he used the houses to tell about all the different concept, it means for
him people, friends, home, safety, memories and childhood….etc.

Chapter6:

Material:
To complete a painting, you need different material to paint with, and to give special
shape, you can use different kind of colors (oil, wax, acrylic or water color ... etc.) and
apply it using (badminton, feather, brush or sponge, fingers.... etc.) anything that helps.
For our artist Hekmat Daoud, he used some sharp materials to draw with, as a knife, in
order to convey the concept of the distress, suffering and war.
The Artist Hekmat Daoud often is using oily color and canvas linen and likes to draw
with knife, because he thinks that the knife has fact that it gives him sharp and squeaky
shapes which fits with his sadness, angry and irate emotion.

Chapter7:

Conclusion:
Going back to our research question: How has Hekmat Daoud represent his feelings
about the Syrian war in his paintings?” The paintings shows some houses in deferent
position and deferent meaning. The artist was using his art as much as he can to showing
the anguish of the war in all the paintings. By using unhappy words for his titles, having
special meaning for the colors, using the symbols of houses to describe about different
messages that he want to share.
According to my analyzes, and after interviewing Hekmat Daoud, I found out, that he is
one of the artist who uses their artworks to express themselves and their feelings about
the issues by art. Hekmat Daoud somehow did show the reflation of the war situation in
his paintings, through the titles, colors, symbols and material that he used.
However, Hekmat Daoud was using symbols in his paintings. Often his messages was not
completely clear. For instance, the colors could be used in a variety ways and could mean
different things. Therefore, only usual analyzes without having any background
information was not simply enough to see the concept of the war. You need to know
about the context in which the paintings were made to fully understand the message.
After doing the interview with him and knowing enough information about the situation
in Syria, it was easier to see what he is trying to show.

For me it was interesting to see how he did share the reality by his art and not by being
politic or in any TV news channel. As a person analyzing his paintings, I have a clear
perspective. Being from the same country and city where the artist is from ,have had the
same experience of the war, and even using the same way to express myself during this
war time, helped me a lot to feel him and be touched emotionally with his messages.
However, I was wondering how the other viewers would see the paintings. People who
do not have any experience of war will they still feel it that deeply as I did? Is the
paintings going to be understandable for them as well or not?
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